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BBC Watchdog and BBC Radio 5 Live, among others, have highlighted cases of compa

nies cheating Trustpilot&#39;s system by either getting genuine negative reviews

 removed or paying for positive ones.
The firm&#39;s chief trust officer told the BBC that machine learning techniques

 had helped it spot bogus posts that might otherwise have been missed.
Reviews probe
Reports in the financial press followed that it was planning to float its shares

.
The watchdog has not mentioned Trustpilot by name, but given the firm&#39;s size

 and influence many expect its activities will come under review.
And there may be suspicion that, by charging businesses to send out review invit

ations and reminders, it might be helping them skew their scores.
According to the transparency report the former has an average of 4.38 stars out

 of 5 and the latter 4.39.
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